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We establish the continuity of the functions mentioned in the title (viewed 
as functions mapping operators onto operators) with respect to the gap and 
related finer topologies. Improved versions of results of Hille/Phillips and 
Kate concerning perturbations of holomorphic semigroups are easy consequences 
of our results. 
The gap or opening topology for closed linear operators defined on a Banach 
space has been widely used to study the index of semi-Fredholm operators 
[3, Chap. IV; 4; 71. H ere we use this topology to study continuity properties of 
(linear) operator-valued functions which are defined by Dunford integrals 
[9, p. 2251 or whose resolvents have Dunford integral representations. More 
specifically, we show by means of examples such as holomorphic semigroups and 
fractional powers (viewed as one-parameter families of functions mapping 
operators onto operators) that such functions are continuous with respect to the 
gap and related finer topologies. This is a simple consequence of the fact that 
the gap between two closed operators is “small” if and only if their resolvents 
are “close together”; cf. Proposition 1.2 below. As an application of our results 
we derive improved versions of theorems of Hille and Phillips 12, p. 4181 and 
Kato [3, p. 4971 concerning perturbations of holomorphic semigroups. ilpplica- 
tions to ordinary differential equations in Banach space (Tanabe-Sobolevskii 
theory) will be presented in a forthcoming paper; cf. also [8]. 
Throughout this paper X denotes a nontrivial complex Banach space with 
norm [j jj , and U(X) denotes the set of closed linear operators A with domain 
D(A) # (0) and range R(A) both in X. The space of all bounded operators 
A E g(X) with D(A) = X, endowed with the usual norm topology, is denoted 
by a(X); I E &Y(X) is the identity operator. The letters @, R, N, , and N denote 
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the sets of complex numbers, real numbers, nonnegative integers, and positive 
integers, respectiveIy. The maximum of p, Q E R is denoted by {p, 4). 
1. DISTANCE FUNCTIONS FOR CLOSED LINEAR OPERATORS 
In this section we introduce six distance functions on U(X) and list some of 
their properties. The fact that all operators are assumed to be closed and to 
have domain and range in the same space is inessential; the subsequent defini- 
tions and many of the results can be formulated for arbitrary linear operators 
between Banach spaces. 
By Z we denote the product space X x X endowed with the norm 
IKX, Y>ll = (II x II2 + I! Y IIY x, y E s, 
and for 2 E 2 and UC 2, Unot empty, we set dist(z, U) = inf{[l z - u // [ u E U). 
For A, B E g(X) we let G(A), G(B) C 2 denote the graphs of A and B, 
respectively, and set, in accordance with [4], 
S(A, B) = sup{dist((x, Ax), G(B)) 1 x E D(A), 11(x, Ax)[l = I), 
4% B) = @(A, B), W, 4:. 
Here d is the same as Kato’s 8 [3, p. 2011; we use d instead of 8 for typographical 
convenience. 
The properties of these distance functions are well known [3, p. 201; 4; 71. In 
particuIar, 6 and d satisfy a generalized triangle inequality [4, (2.1.4) and (2.1.7)] 
which implies that the families of all open spheres (A E V(X) 1 S(A, B) < r} and 
{A E%(X) \ d(A, B) < Y} with B E%(X) and Y > 0 form bases for two topo- 
logies 6’ and d’ on U(X). The function d is symmetric and d’ is an incomplete 
metric topology on W(X) [3, p. 202; 43. For dim X > 2 the function 6 is not 
symmetric; the topology 6’ is coarser than d’ and it is not a Hausdorff topology 
(cf. Example 1.4(a) below). The number d(A, B) E [O, l] is called the gap or 
opening between A, B c g(X) and d’ is known as the gap or opening topology for 
closed linear operators. Proofs of the following assertions can be found in [3, 
pp. 202ff.; 4; 71. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A, B, C E g(X) and let C be bounded. 
(i) If A and B aye invertible, then 
S(A-1, B-l) = S(A, B), d(A-l, B-l) = d(A, B). 
(ii) For any complex number h # 0, 
{i X I-l, \ A I}-’ S(A, B) < S(XA, XB) < {I h l-l, I X I> S(A, B). 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
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(iii) Ij D(A) C D(B) and I[ B x ji < a 1: ?c 11 + b iI Ax /j fog x E D(A), a 1, 0 
and0 <b < 1, then A + BE$?(X) and 
q-4, /l -i- B) < (a2 + by, d(A, A + B) :< (a2 --’ by (1 -- b)~‘. (1.3) 
(iv) If D(B) C D(C), then 
[2(1 A- / C !iz)]-l S(A, B) < S(A -f C, B + C) :< 2(1 + ‘, C i ‘) 6(A, B); (‘1.4) 
if in addition B is bounded, then 
[(l 2 :j B 1;“) (1 + I: C Ij2)]-1/2 /i B - C ,: < 6(B, C) -5 j/ B -- C . (1.5) 
(v) If 6(;4, C) < (1 + /I C ij2)-lja, then A is bounded and 
/IAl, ?g 
,I C jl + (1 + iI C 11”)‘~’ a(A, C) ; 
1 - (1 + 11 c li”)“” 6(/z, C) 
;fin addition D(,4) C D(C), then 
-4 - c:; < (1 + ii C ii”> VA, Cjeee _~ 
1 - (1 + // cI~2)‘;2 &4, C) . 
! 1.6) 
(I.71 
(vi) If B is invertible with B-l E 99(X) and d(J, B) c: (1 ml- I?’ ?) I,‘?, 
then A is invertible and A-1 E g(S). 
Kato [3, p. 2051 calls the last assertion the principle of stability of bounded 
invertibility; it is a special case of the index stability theorem for semi-Fredholm 
operators [3, p. 235; 4; 71. 
Let p(A) denote the resolvent set of A E ‘??‘(A) and R(A; 4) = (XI .-- ,-I) l E 
.#(X) the resolvent of A at h E ~(~4). The following two assertions are straight- 
forward consequences of the preceding propositions; cf. also [3, p. 208; 71. 
PROPOSITIOX 1.2. Let -4, B E U(X). If X E p(4) n p(B), then 
[2(1 -7 / h /“)lP’ d(z4, B) 
:.; 1 R(h; =I) - I?@; B)jl (1.8) 
-- 2(1 f- / h \“)[(I - j R(X; A)li”)(l -L I R(X; B)I12)]1.P S(-4, B). 
On the other hand, if K Cp(B) is compact, q -= sup[2( 1 -+ / X 1’) : h E k’], 
I : ~~k?{(l + 1; R(X; B)j/‘)l/’ 1 A EK} and d(A, B) < (qr)m l, then KC p(A) and 
I! R(h; A) - R(h; B)li < qy2+‘& B) 
1 - qr6(A, B) ’ 
AEK. (‘9 
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In addition to 6 and d we define the following distance functions for operators 
A, B E g(X): 
S,(A, B) = sup{S(hA, AB) j 0 < X f l}, 
d,(A, B) = sup{d(hA, XB) j 0 < A < l> = @,(A, B), S,(B, A)}, 
S,(A, B) = sup{S(XA, hB) j h > 0}, 
d,(A, B) = sup(d(W AB) I h > O} = {S&4, B), S,(B, A)}. 
These four functions satisfy the same generalized triangle inequality [4, 
(2.1.4)] as 6 and d, and therefore, in the same way as S and d, they generate four 
topologies Si’, dl’, S2’, and d,’ on g(X). The distance functions dl and d2 are 
symmetric and it follows from [3, (2.11) and (2.12), p. 1981 that d,’ and d2’ 
are metric topologies on V(X). For dim X > 2, the functions 6, and 6, are not 
symmetric and St’ and 6,’ are not Hausdorff topologies on e(X); cf. Example 
1.4(a) below. It is easy to see that the inequalities (1.3)-(1.5) still hold with 6, 
and dl in place of 6 and d, respectively; in particular, on 5@(X) the topologies 
S’, St’, d’, and d,’ coincide with the norm topology. This is no longer true for 
6, and d2 (cf. Example 1.4(b) below), but the following inequality holds. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If ,4, B E U(X), A has a bounded inverse and D(A) C D(B), 
then 
S&4, B) < I/ I - BA-l /I . (1.10) 
Proof. It follows from the closed graph theorem that BA-l is bounded, and 
thus, for h > 0 and x E D(A) such that 11(x, hAx)l\ = 1, 
dist((x, AA), G(XB)) = inf{(li s - y \I2 + A2 11 i2.t - By /\2)1/2 1y E D(B)} 
< jj(A - B) A-“h/lx Jj < Jj I - BA-’ jj . 
Q.E.D. 
The right-hand side of (1.10) is frequently used as a distance function for 
linear operators, e.g., in Tanabe’s construction of solutions to certain Cauchy 
problems in Banach space [9, p. 4391. We also note that for A, B E U(X), 
S&A, XB) = S,(A, B), 4(X-% W = d,(A, B), OfXEC, 
S,(A-l, B-l) = &(A, B), d2(A-I, B-l) = d2(A, B), A, B invertible. 
The material collected so far is all that will be needed in the subsequent 
sections. The examples below show that the six topologies introduced on U(X) 
do not, in general, coincide. Furthermore, they contain some negative results 
concerning these topologies. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. (a) Let A E %7(X) and let A’ be the restriction of A to a 
nontrivial closed proper subspace of D(A). Then clearly S(A’, A) = 0 and by 
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[3, Lemma 1.12, p, 1311 also S(A, A’) = 1. In particular, if dim S ; 2, then 
the functions 6, 6, and 6, are not symmetric and the topologies S’? S1’, and 6,’ are 
not Hausdorf7 topologies on W(X). 
(b) Let A, 0 E g(X) and assume that R(A) # (0) and H(0) = CO). Then 
for A > 1 and .r E D(A) such that /I x // = I and *4x -,b 0, we have 
i.e., S,(d, 0) = 1. In particular, 0 E&Y(X) is an isolated point in \\.8(X), 6,‘. 
which implies that on B(X) the topology 6,’ is strictly finer than the norm 
topology. 
ESARIPLE 1.5. The set U -= {{xk} E I1 / {k.xk) E P} is a dense linear subspace 
of II. For n E N and j = I, 2, 3,4 we define linear operators -4, J,i: U ---f I1 
component&c by 
(A,&), = (PLY), = kx, ) I4 E N, k #: 11, 
(-Jn?r), = (n + I) xn , (An%)n = 2iz.v, , (‘4,3X), ~7 n3x, ) 
(,4,4x), = n”xn ) 
for x := Ix,,: E Cr. All these operators are invertible and their inverses are in 
a(P). 
(a) It follows from (1.1) and (1 S) that d(d,‘, A) < (211)-l, n E IV. On the 
other hand, if ,I? E U denotes the vector with components .v,,,~ y= 5-l” and 
skTz := 0 for k # n, then 
6,(9,“, -4) .> S(n-lAn2, n-lA) 3 dist((xn, n-l&%,,), G(n-lil)) -= 10-l/“, 
71 E IN. 
i.e., on ‘6(P) the topologies 6,’ and 4’ are strictly finer than 6 and d, respectively. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that S(A,2A-1, I) = = 10-lFz, n E N, which shows that 
the composition of closed linear operators is in general not continuous with 
respect to 6 and d. 
(b) It follows from (1.1) and (1.5) that 
d&j, A) < l’(&j)-l - A-l ii ~1-1 - &, j ~7 3,4, 
while for .Y 7 (K-3) E U, 
:;(&j - -4) x I/ = nj-3 - n-2, j = 3, 4. 
Thus although d&j, A) - 0 as n --f co for j = 3, 4, the sequence li3,l.r) 
is unbounded and the bounded sequence {A,3x} does not even converge weakly 
to -4x [9, p. 1221. 
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(c) It follows from (1.10) that de(At, A) < l/n, while, on the other hand, 
A,1 - A is a densely defined bounded operator with norm 1. Thus, if B, E 9(X) 
denotes the closure of A,i - A, we have limn+m r&(&l, A) = 0 and S(B, , 0) = 
2-ii2 for all n E N. This means, loosely speaking, that addition in %‘(P) is not 
continuous with respect to any of the topologies 8, d’, Sr’, d,‘, S2’, and d,‘. 
2. CONTINUITY PROPERTIES OF FRACTIONAL POWERS 
In this section we consider fractional powers of closed linear operators 
[I, 5, 91 as functions of their bases and establish their continuity with respect 
to the topologies d’, d,‘, and d,‘. It turns out that the results can be improved 
for operators which have a bounded inverse. We assume the operators to be 
densely defined and the exponent to lie in the interval [0, I]. 
For real numbers M > 0 we consider the classes of operators 
9(X) = {A E %7(X) 1 D(A) dense in X}, 
B(M) = {A E G?(X) / A E p(--A) and h [I R(X; --A)11 f M for X > 0}, 
gl(M) = {A E g(X) 1 X E p(--A) and (1 + A) // R(X; --A)11 < M for h 3 O}. 
For 0 < OL < 1 the fractionaZ power Aa of A E B(M) is defined as the closure of 
the (closable) operator given by 
Aax = 77-l sin(7ol) 
J 
cc h”-lR(A; -A) Ax dh, x E D(A); (2-l) 
0 
this definition is completed by setting A0 = I and A1 = A [l, 51. 
The properties of the fractional powers of A E B(M) are well known; we 
shall need only the following [I, 5, 91: 
A” E B(M) and R(q; --Am) = Jrn k(a, 7, X) hR(h; -A) dh, O<ol<l, 
0 
(2.2) 
where the kernel k is defined by 
k(a, ‘I, 4 = 
sin(7rol) P-l 
7+i2m + 27X0 cos(770r) + 72] ’ O<ol<l, 720, x>o, 
and satisfies the identity 
s om [l + /4V1 k(a, ~3 4 dx = [T + PI-~, 7 > 0, p > 0; (2.3) 
(Aa) = A”lB, 0 <a,p < 1, (2.4) 
hi Amx = ABx, 0 < j3 < 1, XED(A). (2.5) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let M > 0, 0 -c E < (1 + M2)1/2 and y(M, c) -= ~/(4[1 -L- 
lw -+ E(1 $ My]). 
(i) The sets B(M) and.Y’,(M) aye closed in (9(X), d’j. 
(ii) If A E g(X), B Ed and d,(A, B) ~2 y(-V, c), then PI E.Y(M -!- c) 
and X 11 R(h; -A) - R(/i; -B)lj < <for X > 0. 
(iii) IjA E B(X), B EP~(M) and d,(A, B) < y(M, E), then z4 E;/P~(M $- 6) 
and (1 + h) /! R(X; -A) - I?(/\; -B)lj < E for X I- 0. 
Proof. (i) If A E g(s) and (A, 1 n E N} CY(llil) is a sequence such that 
link,, d(A, , A) = 0, then for every h > 0 there exists an n E N such that 
d(A, , A) < [2(1 + A’) (1 A- M:/h2)1~“]-1, 
and it follows from Proposition I .2 that X E p(--4) and h II H(h; --A)/; < M. 
Hence A E.OP(M) and it can be seen from (1.9) that -4 E SF1(M), provided that 
6% I n E W C~dM). 
(ii) If A E S?(X), B E.Y(M) and d,(A, B) -<-I r(M, E), then it follows 
from (1.4) that for h > 0, 
d(I+ X-‘A,1 -I- h-1B) < 4d,(A, B) < (I + M”)--l:‘” < (1 -I- 1 /\I?(& -B)!‘“)ml’“. 
Proposition I.l(vi) now implies that X E p(--4) and (I .7) combined with (1.1) 
and the above inequality yield 
X ’ R(h; --A) - R(X; -II)!! < 4(1 + M2) AM, 6) 
1 - 4(1 + My@lz,-) --- c, 
The assertion that A EP(M + c) now follows from the triangle inequality. 
(iii) If A E &S(X), B ~gr(M), and d,(A, B) < y(M, E), then it follows 
from (1.4) that for h > 0, 
d([l + X1-l [;\I -f- A], [I + Al-l [AI + B]) < 4d,(d, B) < (1 -+- M’)-rl’ 
< (1 + !,[l + A] R(h; -B)j[“)-l!“. 
The argument used above can now be repeated to complete the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M > 0 and 0 < a: < 1. 
(i) For 0 < E < I the functions (B(M), d’>, A4 ---f ‘g(M), d’), -4”? 
E < (1: < 1, are equicontinuous. 
(ii) For A, B EY(M) the following inequalities hold: 
d,(A”l, Ba) < 16(1 + MZ) 6,(A, B)% ‘2, 
d,(A”, B”) < 16(1 + M2) &(A, B). 
(iii) If d, B E:Y~(M), then 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
d2(Aw, B”) < 16(1 + MZ) $(A, B). (2.8) 
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Proof. Let A, B E P(M) and X > 0; then it follows from (1.8) that 
d(kIA, A-‘B) < 4 i/ R(l; -A-‘A) - R(1; -A-‘B)Ji 
= 4X 11 R(X; -A) - R(X; -B)\; (2.9) 
< 16(1 + M2) S(klA, A-lB). 
(i) It follows from (2.2) (2.9) and (1.2) that for 0 < 01 < 1 and r > 1, 
d(k, Be) < 4 11 R(1; --A”) - R(1; -B”);I 
< 8M [J-‘;’ + sp] 4% 1,4 d/i 
+ 4 sup(h jl R(X; --A) - R(X; -B)(j 1 l/r < X -<, r}lm k(~, 1, A) dh 
0 
< 16M/(r” - 1) + 16(1 + M*) r+4, B). 
The last inequality is obtained by substituting t = ha in the first integral and by 
observing that the second integral equals 1; cf. (2.3). In view of (2.9) this 
estimate is also valid for 01 == 1 and the first assertion follows. 
(ii) For 0 < 01 < 1 and p > 0 we obtain the following estimate from 
(2.9), (2.2) and (2.3): 
d(/sclAa, QBa) < 4p Ij R(/L; --A&) - R(y; -B=)l’ 
< 4P s 
p A 11 R(h; --A) - A@; -B)jj k(a, p, A) dh 
0 
G 16(1 + M2) %(A, B) I” j-a k(a, CL, A) dh 
0 
= 16(1 + M2) S,(A, B). 
(2.10) 
In view of (2.9) this inequality also holds for 01 = 1 and (2.7) follows. 
Combining the inequalities h 11 R(h; -A) - R(X; -B)\j < 2M < 1 + M2, 
(2.9) and (1.2), we see that for 0 < 01, h < 1, 
X 1) Ii@; --A) - R(h; -B)jl < 2E(1 + kP) XW2S(A, B)+, (2.11) 
and we conclude from (2.9) and (2.2) that for 0 < CL < 1, 
d(k, B”) < 4 )I R(l; --X-rAU) - R(1; -klBa)j 
< 16(1 + M2) [2”-2S(A, B)ai2 [’ A-%(a, 1, A) dA 
‘0 
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The last inequality follows from (2.3) and the substitution t m- Ax ?. The integral 
in the square brackets is negative for all 3~ E [0, 11 ( one wav of seeing this is to _
evaluate it analytically) and we thus obtain the crude estimate 
d(.4Q, R*) 6; 16( I f M’) S,(A, By, 0 ’ Y -: I I 
For LY 1 this estimate follows from (2.9) and (2.1 1). The proof of (2.6) is 
completed b!+ observing that PA ELP(M) and pi.-!’ . (PA)’ for IL .:’ 0 and 
applying the above inequality to p*A” and ;L”B* for 0 a p 1. 
(iii) If A, B E:Y~(B~), then it follows from (1.8) that 
d(A l--I. A-- lR) .d 4X ‘1 R(A; -.-I) - R(h; -II)’ 5: 16(1 -- .II’) 6(--f, B), 
0 -:A .- 1. 
Combining this inequality with (2.9) for h I-- I we obtain 
d&4, B) - 1 4 sup{X 11 R(h; --,4) - R(A; --B) ’ A > 0; :’ 16( I -i M’) S,(.4, B) 
(2.12) 
which establishes assertion (2.8) for a: =-= 1. Moreover, estimate (2.10) remains 
valid with 6, in place of 6, , which proves (2.8) for 0 ~1 N -< 1. QED. 
As a consequence of Theoretns 2.l(ii, iii) and 2.2(ii, iii) we obtain: 
COR~LLARI. 2.3. The set ~4 = {iJ9(M) i M > 01 is open in .:9(X), d;,‘;,, 
the topologies 6,’ and (I?’ coincide on 3, and the functions ‘.Y, d,’ ), 3 -+ 9, d,?, 
44a are continuous, un;formly with respect to 01 E [0, I]. The set -7, - 
(&Yl(M) .PI ‘> O} is open in <g(S), d,‘>, the topologies 8,’ alld d,’ coincide on 
9 ami the j&u-tions <9Jl , dl“, -1 - \‘Y1 , d,’ , Ax ore continuous, uniform!v 
wit respect to x E [0, I]. 
The fact that A& ECP~(M) for A EYE and 0 =I N : .Z 1 follows direct& 
from (2.2) and (2.3). The next result augments (2.5). 
r~fIEORE.lI 2.4. For A EzP(A’) the function IO, I], lx -+ <Y(M), d’), ‘-1” is 
continuous, uniform@ with respect to ,4 E-P(M). 
Proqf. Let -4 E:Y(M). First, we prove continuit!’ at w em I. Lising the 
identities (2.2). (2.3), and 
hR(h: ~-1) - R(1; --.-1) = (h - 1) AR(1; ----I) R(h; --Ii. (1 ’ 0. 
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the last being a consequence of the resolvent equation, we observe that for 
O<cc<l, 
R(1; --A”) - R(1; --A) = fin [hR(X; --A) - R(l; --A)] K(cx, 1, X) dA 
‘0 
= R(1; --A) s’ AR@; --A)@ - 1) I+, 1, /\) dh 
0 
+ AR(1; --A) j-m R(X; --A)(X - 1) k(cy, 1, h) dh. 
1 
Thus, since j! AR(/\; --A)lj = jj I - XR(/\; -A)]/ < 1 + M for h > 0, it follows 
from (2.9) that 
d(A”, A) f 4M(l + M) [s,’ (1 - h) h(q 1, A) dh + llm (A - 1) h-lk(a, l, ‘1 dh] 
l 
= 8M(1 + M)s, 
sin(nol)(l - @la) dt 
m(t2 + 2t cos(m) + 1) . 
The last identity is obtained by substituting x3: = t and k” = t in the first and 
second integrals, respectively. Since the integrand of the last integral is bounded 
by 1 for 01 sufficiently close to 1, it follows from Lebesgue’s dominated con- 
vergence theorem that limarl d(k, A) = 0. The proof is completed by recalling 
that Aa g B(M) and d(A@, Afi) = d([Pla/6, Ao) for 0 < 01 < j? < 1; cf. (2.2) 
and (2.4). Q.E.D. 
For unbounded A EY(M) the operators Aa, 0 < (Y < 1 are unbounded and 
thus, in view of Proposition 1.1(v), the function [0, 11, 01-+ (B(M), d’), Aa 
cannot be continuous at 0. Also, we see from Example 1.5(b) that (2.5) is not a 
trivial consequence of Theorem 2.4. The following result is a partial extension 
of (2.5). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let M > 0 and A, E P(M), x, E II(&), 01, E 10, 1 [fofor n E N, . 
If sup{[[ A,x, /[ / n E N} < 00 and lim,,, S(A, , A,) = Iimn.&czn - ao) = 
lim,,, II x, - x0 11 = 0, then lim,,, (/ A>xn - &x0 jj = 0. 
Since the topologies 6’ and d’ coincide on .9(M), the conditions 
lim,,, a(&, A,) = 0, lim,,, 6(A,, A,) = 0, and lim,,, d(& , A,) = 0 are 
all equivalent. 
Proof. Let A, BEY(M), XED(A), YEI)( 0 (0: <fi < 1, and Y > 1. 
Splitting the integral expression (2.1) for the difference .&x - BBy into three 
integrals ranging over [0, y-l], ]r-l, Y[, and [Y, UI[ and decomposing the middle 
integral into three terms in the obvious manner, we obtain the following crude 
estimate after a straightforward calculation: 
II Aax - @Y II < (1 + W [Ml x I/ + IIY II) + y6-Yll Ax II + II BY II) + ya 1~ x - ~11 
+ (y” log y + 20 II Y II (B - 4 + 4(1 + M) II y II ~l+~s(A, B)]. 
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The last term on the right-hand side comes from an application of (2.9) and 
(1.2). Since T can be chosen arbitrarily large, the above inequality proves the 
assertion. Q.E.D. 
3. COETINUITY PROPERTIES OF THf’. I,OG.aRrTffM 
The simple idea used in the proof of Theorem 2.2, viz., to apply (1.8) to the 
integral representation (2.2) for the resolvent, can again be employed to establish 
some continuity properties of the logarithm for closed invertible operators [6]. 
For a real number M > 0 we consider the class of linear operators 
Clearly, Yr(M) C Y,(M) C Y(M) and it is an easy consequence of (2.1) and 
(2.2) that ,4 E YO(M) implies AU E gD,(M) for 0 :-< LY : 1. Following Nollau [6], 
we set for .-I E<P&lZ), 
[log A] x = lni a-1(4* - 1) .s 
for all s for which the right-hand side is defined. The linear operator [log A] thus 
obtained turns out to be closable and densely defined and its closure, denoted 
by log -4, is called the logarithm of iz. (A construction of log($ - D’), 7 >-: 0, 
in C,,(W), the Banach space of continuous functions R -+ QZ vanishing at &co, 
can be found in [8] ; here D* denotes the second derivative.) 
Of the many properties of log A E 9(X) we shall need only the following [6]: 
log(P) =-: a log A, 0 -< :Y < 1. (3.2) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M > 0. The function log: <90(!1f), d’), A --+ <9(X), d’), 
log A is uniformly continuous. Moreover, 
d,(log A, log B) < 134(1 + M-) S,(A, B), A, B E .Yo(M), 
d,(log A, log B) < 134(1 + MA) $(A, B), A-1, B E .V&ll). 
Proof. Let A, B E fls(M) and t > 1. Then (3.1) and (1.8) imply that 
d(log A, log B) 
2(’ + t2n2) j. -2 
cD IIW; --A) - W; --BN d4 
j(logX _ &.q-&~-- ’ 
2(1 -t- Pn”) s n/2 _~~ --- ir(l -!- t) !/ R(1; -enW-t)tan@A) ~ q 1 ; -ed-t)tanOB)l; dB. -n,‘2 
(3.3) 
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The last identity is obtained by observing that AR@; --A) = R(1; -WA), 
h > 0, and substituting log X = m(t - 1) tan 8. The numerator of the integrand 
in (3.3) is bounded by 2M and for 1 ~9 1< y < 77/2 we can apply the inequalities 
(2.9) and (1.2) to obtain 
d(l0g A, log B) < ‘f(,+_ii”r;’ [2(1 + M2) e”ct-l)tanmF (v / s) S(A, B) 
+qqGj--F(v/+$g)], 
where F and K denote the incomplete and complete elliptic integrals of the first 
kind, respectively. Since q can be chosen arbitrarily close to 7r/2 this inequality 
proves the first part of the theorem. 
To establish the remaining assertions we observe that by (3.2), (3.3), and 
(2.10), 
d(a log A, 01 log B) = d(log(AU), log(P)) 
< 16(1 + M2)(1 + t2n2) 
‘. 
41 + t> 
K(G 
1 WC B) 
for 0 < 01 < 1, t > 1, and consequently, 
d,(*og A, log B) < If41 +T;2yt,’ t2n2) K ( l + t -=) S,(A, B), t > 1. 
If A, B E:P~(M), then (2.12) h s ows that (2.10) holds with 6, in place of 6,) 
which in turn implies that the above inequality holds with 6, in place of 6, . 
Since it can be shown that 
133 < inf 
16(1 + t2n2) 
fl(l + t) 
K(G 
the proof of the theorem is complete. Q.E.D 
4. CONTINUITY PROPERTIES OF HOLOMORPHIC SEMIGROUPS 
Clearly, the technique of Section 2 (or rather inequality (1.8)) can be used 
for deriving continuity properties of operator-valued functions defined by 
Dunford integrals. Instead of proving a general theorem to this effect, we confine 
ourselves to one important special case: holomorphic semipoups of bounded linear 
operators (considered as a one-parameter family of functions defined for infini- 
tesimal generators). In order to state and prove our theorem in the simplest 
possible context we consider smaller classes of holomorphic semigroups than 
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Hille and Phillips [2, p. 3831 or Kato [3, p. 4871, but we compare our results 
with some of those of the authors mentioned. By combining results of this 
section and Section 2, we finally derive continuity properties of holomorphic 
semigroups generated by fractional powers. 
For 0 < $I z< n we set S(#) =~ (X E Cc ; h la/- 0, ~ arg h ~ ‘.. y’ii and for 
0 < $ < rri2 and M > 0 we consider the classes of linear operators 
,?‘8($, M) = {A E Q(S) 1 h t p(d) and ii XR(h; -4)’ : .11 for X E S’(<h ; r/2)!, 
&(& M) = {A E 9(X) / h E p(A) and 
(1 -f : h 1) I/ R(h; A)!] < lVf for X t S(+ - n/2):. 
For 0 < $ -=L z-12 and or > 0 we denote by A($, a) the contour in I= which is 
defined by 
A(c#J, a): R, s--t C, A(s) =- -me-z(dt”,r’, s: --I, 
= aeis(&?‘p) 9 s’ <.: I, (4.1) 
= Saei(d+n 3)> s 1. 
It is well known [2, p. 3831 that A E Z(+, M) is the infinitesimal generator 
of the holomorphic semigroup of operators etA E.%(X) which are defined bv the 
contour integral 
Making use of the fact that in (4.2) integration and differentiation with respect 
to t commute, we obtain from (4.1) the following crude estimate: 
< Mci” 2n [(I#J + a/2) J-: exp{a 1 t 1 cos(s[d $- n/2] + arg t)j t/s 
+ 2 irn P--l exp{--sol 1 t j sin(4 - j arg t I)) dsl 
(4.3) 
< McP[I&a / t I) +- 71-l / n - 1 I! [a I t / sin(+ - 1 arg t ])]-tl*“)], 
tES(+), ?zEN”. 
Here I,, denotes the Oth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind and we 
recall that {p, s> denotes the maximum of the real numbers p and 4. As a conse- 
quence of Cauchy’s theorem the integral (4.2) does not depend on 01 > 0. 
Thus, choosing OL = 1 t 1-l and observing that z-1,,(1) < 4, we obtain 
” etA ” ’ 77 sin(+ cy arg t I) ’ t E w, 
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while for 01 J, 0 we obtain 
M(n - l)! 
77 1 t 1% sinn(+ - 1 arg t I) ’ 
tES(ys), ?lEfv. (4.5) 
For A E x1($, M) the estimate (4.3) can be sharpened in the obvious way and, 
since in this case we can let a JO also in the case 71 = 0, inequality (4.4) holds 
with 5 replaced by 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 0 < #J < 42, M > 0, 0 < E < (1 + IW)lj2 and 
y(M, c) = l /(4[1 + M2 + ~(1 + M2)li2]). 
(i) The sets S(C#, M) and tiI(& M) are cZosed in (9(X), d’). 
(ii) If A E 9(X), B E S(y5, M) and d,(A, B) < y(M, E), then A E 
Z(+, M + c) and 11 hR(X; A) - /\R(A; B)j\ < l for X E S(+ + 42). 
(iii) If A E B(X), B E SI($, M) and d,(A, B) < y(M, E), then A E 
%(+, M + e> and (1 + I h I> II W; 4 - R(k @II < E for h E S(+ + 749. 
Proof. The above assertions are verified by replacing B(M) by A?(+, M), 
B,(M) by x1($, M) and X > 0 by h E S(+ + n/2) throughout the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, and by changing h into j h ] , --A into A and -B into B whenever 
this needs to be done. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 0 < C#I < 42, M > 0, t E S($) and n E N, . Then for 
4 B E x(4, W, 
jj $ [etA - et”] 11 < - 4(1 + M2) 
57 ) t 1% sin@*@($ - 1 arg t I) 
c4 + n!){l t l-l3 1 t1) 
sinn+l-(l.n)($ - I arg t I) s(s4, B)
(4 + I n - 1 IN I t I> &(4 B) 
(@A,,, + I n - 1 I!> %(4 B), (4.6) 
and for A, B E s+#I, M), 
I/ $ LetA - et”1 11 S 4(1 + M2) n- 1 t 1% sin(ls+(+ - 1 arg t I) 
* 
I 
1 t1 sin”+‘-P.Z)\d, - 1 argt I) ‘CA, B, 
j n - 1 I ! &(A, B); (4.7) 
here SoSn denotes the Kronecker delta. 
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Proof. Let A, B E X(4, M). Then it follows from (1.8) and (1.2) that for 
h~S(++7~/2)andO<r<l, 
) XR(X; A) - AR@; B)ii = I jl R(r; rkld) - R(r; rk’B) 
; 4(1 -+ ill”) v-G(u ! h 1 -I -4, Y x / ’ B) (4.8) 
; 4(1 + M’)r-l(v / A /~I, r-1 j h ;j fi(A, B). 
Choosing N == 1 t j-l and Y y= {l , I t I}-l, we infer from (4.2), (4.8), and (4.3) that 
an d 
:;- 4(1 + M’){\ t j-1, / t I} ( t I ‘1 
y [I,(l) L- n-92! sin- “-I(+ -- ! arg t I)] S(i2, B), 
< 4(1 + M2){1, I t IS I t IP 
x [I,(l) + x-1 j n - 1 j! sin(‘s”)(4 -- j arg t I)] 6,(/Z, B). 
Since ,ir,(l) < 4, the first two inequalities in (4.6) follow. The third inequality 
is obtained by choosing r = I, N = ( t j-r in the case n ;= 0 and 01 I 0 in the 
case nEN. 
If A, B E tir(+, M), then it follows from (4.8) with r =:- 1 and (1.8) that 
:j R(& A) - R(A; B)jj < 1 4(1 + M2) ‘@’ B, 
4(1 + M2) j h j--l @I, B) 
h E S(q4 -i- TJ2), 
and the inequalities (4.7) are obtained from the sharpened version of (4.3) (cf. 
remark following (4.5)) by letting ol 4 0. QED. 
As a consequence of the preceding two theorems we have: 
COROLLARY 4.3. The set Z == {u :a(+, M) ) 0 < # < ~12, M > 0) is open 
in (9(X), d,‘), the set xl = fu x1(+, M) 1 0 < + < 7r/2, M > 0) is open in 
.5?(S), d,‘), and the functions 
(fl, A’), A - S?(X), J& etA, (Xl , dl’>, A --,.93(X), $ etA 
580/27/I-Z 
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are continuous for t > 0 and n E F&, . Moreover, the continuity is uniform with 
respect to t > 0 in the case n = 0 and uniform with respect to t > c for every 
E >O and every nGN. 
Theorem 4.2 has applications to ordinary linear differential equations in 
Banach space which involve infinitesimal generators of holomorphic semigroups 
(Tanabe-Sobolevskii theory). More specifically, the inequalities in Theorem 4.2 
yield an approximation theorem for such equations which contains, as special 
cases, the well-known results on continuous dependence, stability, and asymp- 
totic behavior of solutions. This theorem, based on results obtained in [8], will 
be presented in a forthcoming paper. 
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the previous theorems to classes 
of holomorphic smigroups larger than those considered so far, we now derive a 
theorem which contains as special cases perturbation results of Hille and 
Phillips [2] and Kato [3]. The semigroups of class H(@, , @.J, -n/2 < aI < 
0 < @a f 7r/2, studied by Hille and Phillips [2,p. 3251, are those generated by 
operators U E B(X) with the property that for all sufficiently small E > 0 there 
exist numbers A, E @ and M, > 0 such that 
exp(i[@, + @J/2) [U - X,1] E x([@s - @J/2 - E, n/r,); (4.9) 
cf. [2, Theorem 12.8.1, p. 3831. For 0 < w < 7r/2 and /I E Iw, Kato [3, p. 4901 
considers the class &[w, /3] of operators T E g(X) with the property that for 
every E > 0 there exists a constant M, > 0 such that -T - j31 E %(o~ - E, ME). 
Clearly, if T E &‘[w, /3], then - T generates a semigroup of class H( - W, w). 
The following theorem is a sharpened version of [3, Theorem 1X.2.4, p. 4971; 
its formulation is such that it also contains [2, Theorem 13.7.1, p. 4181. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let U E g(X) be the infinitesimal generator of a semiroup of 
class H(@, , @J, -7~12 < Q1 < 0 < Qz < 7r/2; let p > 0 and 0 < 6 < 
min[- Q1, $1. Then there exist two numbers y E 10, 1 [ and K > 0, both depending 
only on @l , Gjz , 6, CL, X6 , and M6 (the latter two constants being those appearing 
in (4.9)), with the following property. For any U-bounded linear operator 
A: X 3 D(A) --t X such that 
II Ax II < a II x II + b II Ux II , x E D(U) c D(A), (4.10) 
with a2 + b2 < y, the operator U + A generates a semigroup of class H(@, + 6, 
Q2 - 6) where the constants in (4.9) can be chosen independently of l to be hs + p E C 
and K > 0; moreover, 
/I e t.7 - et(U+A) 11 ,( . 
K exp(Re[(h + CL) t])(a” + b2)1/2 
sm(min[@,, - 6 - arg t, -@r - 6 + arg t]) ’ 
Qi, + 6 < arg t < @, - 6. 
If & = a = 0, then the assertion also holds for p = 0. 
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To see that [2, Theorem 13.7.1, p. 4181 is indeed a corollary to Theorem 4.4 
we need only observe that the condition B E f(U) [2, Definition 13.3.1, p. 3911 
implies that qB is U-bounded for sufficiently small / 7 ,I [2, Theorem 5.10.4, 
p. 1971. To prove Theorem 4.4 we need the following elementarv fact. 
and consequently, 
cos(4 -t- ; arg 7 1) [I i j /\ 11 *< [ 17 m1 -- I] ’ A -i- 7 
Thus, if BE ..F(d, Ii/l) and /\ E S(C$ + r/2), then A J- 16 E S(d, -L- ~:2) and 
$8 H(A; B - $1; = /I R(A -1 rl; B)’ 
Pvoojoj Theorem 4.4. Let 0 < 6 < min[-@, , @J, !L : 0, 4 (@.: -~ @,), 2 
and /3 :=- exp(i[@, + @J/2). A ccording to (4.9) there exist numbers X A, E c 
and M ~~- :V6 3, 0 such that /3[U - hI] E N’($ - 6, Jf). Since j? 6: S(rr’2 
d + 6), Lemma 4.5 implies that 
Let .d: ,Y 3 0(,4) ---z .‘I be am C-bounded linear operator which satisfies 
(4.10) with h < I, Recalling that- parts (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 1. I remain 
valid if 6 and dare replaced by 6, and dl , respectively, we see that I,‘ ~- _ 1 CJ V(S) 
and 
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It now follows from Theorem 4.l(iii) that there exists a y ~10, I[, depending 
only on $,p, A, M, CL, and 6, which has the property that a2 + b2 < y implies 
Now the assertion is a consequence of (4.9) and (4.7). 
If X = 0 and A satisfies (4.10) with a = 0, then /3U E A?($ - 6, M) and it 
follows from (1.3) that d&3[U + A], /3U) < b/(1 - b). The assertion for ,J = 0 
is now a consequence of Theorem 4.l(ii) and (4.6). Q.E.D. 
We now combine Theorem 4.2 with some of the results of Section 2 to show 
that the semigroups generated by fractional powers depend continuously on the 
bases of their infinitesimal generators. The link between the present section and 
Section 2 is provided by the following lemma, which is essentially due to 
Balakrishnan [ 11, 
LEMMA 4.6 [I, Lemma 6.31. Let M > 0 and let 0 < 6 < + < n/2 be defined 
by tan #I = M-l, sin(+ + 36) = (1, M}-1. Then for A E.Y(M) and p < 0~ < 4 
we have -AR E &?(cY[~, + 61, [sin S sin(&)]-1). 
Proof. Let A E .Y(M) and 0 < 01 < $. Making use of [9, Theorem 1, p. 2111, 
we obtain from a standard argument that S($ + 36) C p(-A) and 
!I AR@; --A)(] < l/sin($ + 36 - I arg h I), x E S(4 + 36). 
Furthermore, it is shown in the proof of [I, Lemma 6.31 that -I$ - 26 < 
# < 4 + 26, 17 c @ and Re(qe&&&) > 0 imply 17 E p( - Aa) and 
Re(r)e+O) (1 R(q; -&)\I < sup{([ X&A; -A)(1 1 X E S(+ + 26)). 
Now let 7/ E S(or[+ + S] + n/2). Then there exists a #E [-+ - 2S,+ + 261 
such that ?e- i*a E S(rr/2 - 0rS) and thus 
Re(Te-idU) > 1 7 j sin(&) > 0. 
Hence 71 E p(--A&) and it follows from the above inequalities that 
// qR(q; -A”)[ < [sin S sin(&)]-‘. 
In view of (2.2) this completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.6 and inequality (4.4) show that for A EP and 0 < 01 < 4 the 
operators -& generate semigroups of operators exp(-tila) E a(X) which are 
holomorphic and equibounded for t E S(a+). Now Theorems 2.2 and 4.2 can be 
combined to give the following 
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THEOREM 4.7. Let M > 0, n E N, and let 6 and4 be defined as in Lemma 4.6. 
(i) Let 0 < E < + and let KC S(&) be a set which does not contain 0 
as a boundary point and which in the case n = 0 is also bounded. Then the functions 
(2(M), d’>: A + g(X), f& exp(--tAQ), (r, t, E [c, 1 31 ,’ A, 
are equicontinuous. 
(ii) For arbitrary A, B Ed, 0 < a: < 4, and t E S(n+), 
ii gX [exp(--t/la) - exp(-tB”)] /I < 
65(1 4~ M”) 
-7 
n / t In sin” 8 sin(1*TL)--2(aS) 
. (4 -: [ n - 1 j !){I, 1 t I} &(A, B)“: L 
I (4&,,, + I n - 1 I!) %(A, B), 
and if A, B E P,(M), then 6, can be replaced by 6, . 
This theorem combined with Corollary 2.3 yields: 
COROLLARY 4.8. The functions 
(9, d,‘>, A -+ g(X), $ exp(-tA$ 
(PI , d,‘j, A -+ g(X), $ exp(--tAti), 
are continuous. Moreover, for every E E IO, +] the continuity is uniform with respect 
to (01, t) E [E, +] x IO, co[ in the case n = 0 and uniform with respect to 
(cd, t} E [E, $1 x [E, co[ for n E N. 
Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 4.8 have immediate applications to the “reduced” 
Cauchy problems considered by Balakrishnan [I, Theorem 6. I]. In conclusion, 
we state a result which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4, Lemma 
4.6, and inequality (4.6). 
THEOREM 4.9. The functions 
IO, l/21, n-+I(X),-&exp(-td.), AEY t>O HEN , , 0, 
are continuous. Moreover, for every M > 0 and E E IO, I] the continuity is uniform 
with respect to (A, t) EY(M) x ]G, I/E[ in the case n =m 0 and uniform with 
respect to (A, t) EP(M) x [E, co[ for n 6 N. 
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